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HIGHLIGHTS

• Preverbal subjects in constructions involving focus fronting are possible in some varieties of Spanish.
• These preverbal subjects are interpreted as Given Topics, which move to Spec-TP.
• Fronting operations connected with focus include Contrastive Focus and Mirative Focus, and Quantifier Fronting.
• Resumptive Preposing is an instance of Aboutness-Shift Topic.
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ABSTRACT

In this work I explore the different discourse–syntax interface properties of focus fronting in Standard Spanish (SS) and Southern Peninsular Spanish (SPS) including Andalusian and Extremaduran varieties. In SS it is taken for granted that in focus fronting the verb is obligatorily adjacent to the preposed constituent. I show that this is not the case in SPS, where this condition is optional. I carry out an analysis of three types of foci which involve movement to the left periphery (contrastive focus, mirative focus and quantifier fronting) and one type of topic (resumptive preposing). Discourse, syntactic, and semantic properties are taken into account to illustrate this typology. Crucially, only contrastive and mirative focus contexts allow for preverbal subjects in SPS, which are proposed to be Given Topics in this variety. On the other hand, resumptive preposing is shown to entail a case of topic fronting. I use different experiments with empirical data and judgements by native speakers to test my proposal that focus-verb (or topic-verb) adjacency is subject to microparametric variation in Spanish.
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1. Introduction

This paper explores the discourse–syntax interface properties of the different constituents involved in focus fronting constructions in Spanish. As is well known, one of the main traits of focus fronting is that the V(erb) must be adjacent to the focused constituent in this type of language. Building on Roberts (2012) and Biberauer et al. (2010), I argue that this condition is subject to microparametric variation as some varieties of Spanish (Southern Peninsular Spanish, SPS), especially the Andalusian and Extremaduran varieties, seem to obviate the adjacency condition. I discuss the syntax of different types of focus (Contrastive and Mirative foci) alongside Quantifier Fronting and Resumptive Preposing, all of which crucially hinge on the discourse interpretation of pre- or post-verbal subjects.

It is widely accepted that languages such as Spanish (as opposed to English, but along with Catalan and Romanian) instantiate an adjacency condition in focus fronting constructions (Rizzi, 1997; Uribe-Etxebarria, 1991; Uriagereka, 1995; among others) as the contrast in (1–2) illustrates:

1. THIS BOOK I don’t need (but that one I do). (Haugeran, 2012: 8, her (4c))
2. a. EL DIARIO Pedro compró (Zubizarreta, 1999: 4241, her 137)
   b. EL DIARIO, compró Pedro. (Zubizarreta, 1999: 4240, her 135)
   ‘Pedro bought the newspaper’.

Stdandardly, it is assumed that V must be adjacent to the focused constituent (Zubizarreta, 1999: 4241; RAE-ASAIE, 2009/2011),
which describes the unacceptability of (2a). In more theoretical terms, this adjacency condition has been explained by proposing movement of Tense to Complementiser (hereafter, T and C respectively) – or T to the designated category Focus in cartographic analyses –, after V’s movement to T (Rizzi, 1997; Barbosa, 2001).

Descriptive surveys such as the one carried out by RAE-ASALE do not take into account different types of focus and include all kinds of fronting within a single group regardless of the distinct salient properties at the levels of interpretation and intonation. In this group phenomena such as the following are conflated: Contrastive Focus (as in (2a)), Mirative Focus (cf. Cruschina, 2012, inspired by the use of the notion of mirativity by DeLancy (1997, 2001)), Resumptive Preposing (cf. Cinque, 1990; Cardinaletti, 2004; Leonetti and Escandell, 2009), and Quantifier fronting/Negative Preposing (cf. Ámbar, 1999, 2003; Barbosa, 2001; Bosque, 1980; Quer, 2002). Researchers have agreed, though, that in all these cases the adjacency condition applies obligatorily. Example (3a) illustrates Contrastive Focus, (3b) exemplifies Mirative Focus, (3c) instantiates Resumptive Preposing and (3d) is a case of Quantifier Fronting:

(3) a. LAS ACÉLegas detestan los niños (y no la pasta).  
   the chards detest-pres.3sg the children (and not the pasta)  
   ‘Children detest chard, not pasta’ (Hernanz, 2011; 251, her (3a))

b. ¿Por Dios, dos botellazas se han bebido!  
   by god . two bottles CL have-pres.3pl drink  
   ‘My God! They have drunk up two bottles!’ (adapted from Cruschina, 2012)

c. ¿Dónde está Nín? Ésta misma pregunta era el folleto.  
   where be-pres.3sg Nín? This same ask-pres.3sg the leaflet  
   ‘Where is Nín? The leaflet was asking the same question’.  
   (RAE-ASALE, 2009: 2988)

d. Algo tendrán que hacer ustedes.  
   something have-fut.3pl that to do you-pal-pl  
   ‘You will have to do something about it’.  
   (RAE-ASALE, 2009: 2988)

Studies in generative grammar have emerged that distinguish some of these information-structure phenomena (Bianchi, 2012; Cruschina, 2012; Haegeman, 2012). In Spanish, some works have identified types of focus other than contrastive focus (Torrego, 1980; Uriagereka, 1988; Quer, 2002; Gallego, 2007; Leonetti and Escandell, 2009), yet all these analyses agree that T-to-C is compulsory in Spanish focus fronting. In this work, I first show that interpretive and syntactic properties can be used to establish a more accurate typology of focus. Based on data from Spanish and especially its Southern variety, I propose that the adjacency condition is subject to microparametric variation in that, depending on the type of focus, preverbal subjects are readily found in some varieties of Spanish (Andalusian, Extremaduran). My proposal is crucially grounded in an experiment carried out with native speakers in which they had to judge the grammaticality of fronted focus constructions. In this experiment, speakers were presented with data in a randomised order, and they were given the context in which they had to correctly place the sentences that follow (a full description of the experiment is provided in Section 3). The informants were divided into two different groups. The first group includes areas from northern Spain and Madrid, whereas the second group comprises the south.

The word order variation detected in the different discourse-related phenomena is accounted for in my analysis by proposing criterial features in dedicated categories which trigger movement of a given constituent to a specific syntactic (but discourse-linked) position in the left periphery. I assume a split Complementiser Phrase system where specific designated categories like Force, Topic and Focus project (Rizzi, 1997, et subseq.). I hold that in the type of focused constructions studied here subjects may be topics, specifically Given Topics – also called Familiar Topics – (in the sense of Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl, 2007; Bianchi and Frascarelli, 2010; Frascarelli and Jiménez-Fernández, 2013). A Given Topic entails shared information which is familiar to everybody in a relevant context, as illustrated in (4), a dialogue between two friends (A and B) in a restaurant:

(4) A: ¿Pedimos la cuenta ya?  
   order-pres.1pl the bill already  
   ‘Shall we order the bill?’

B: Sí, pero la cuenta se paga al final  
   yes but the bill CL pay-pres.3sg to the end  
   ‘Yes, but the bill is paid at the end.’

I assume, with Jiménez-Fernández (2011), Frascarelli and Jiménez-Fernández (2012), Jiménez-Fernández and Işsever (2012) and Jiménez-Fernández and Miyagawa (2014), that subjects which function as Given Topics in discourse may move to a Tense Phrase (TP) internal position in Spanish, thereby justifying the pattern Focus + Subject + Verb Phrase. Moreover, in this type of focused construction the head Focus may not trigger movement of V in SPS, contrary to SS. As will become clear below, this happens with Contrastive Focus, Mirative Focus and Quantifier Fronting. On the other hand, as in Italian (Cardinaletti, 2004, 2010; Benincà and Poletto, 2004), in Resumptive Preposing (which is identified as a subtype of topic fronting) V must obligatorily move to the dedicated head Topic in the CP area in all varieties of Spanish, hence there is no slot for subjects in between the moved constituent and V.

I start off with two working hypotheses: (1) The different types of focus are encoded in the lexicon as syntactic features, which will reveal that CF, MF and QF are instances of focus whereas RP is shown to be a type of topic. (2) Different types of focus (and topic) fronting may display different behaviour with respect to the relative position of subject and verb both across languages and within a single language. Within Spanish, a crucial difference as regards Verb-to-Focus is detected between SPS speakers and speakers of other varieties of Spanish, thus pointing to a microparametric distinction.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 I discuss the nature of the focused constituent. I show its interpretive and grammatical properties which I argue demonstrate that CF, MF and QF are foci but RP is an Aboutness-Shift Topic (AS-Top), thereby validating my hypothesis 1. In Section 3 the methodology used in my empirical approach to the typology of focus is presented alongside sample examples of data that the informants had to judge. Section 4 discusses the distribution of foci in SPS and SS with special reference to the pre- or post-verbal position of subjects, confirming the microparametric variation suggested by hypothesis 2. Section 5 comprises empirical evidence in favour of analysing pre-verbal subjects as Given Topics (G-Tops) in SPS. I show that pre-verbal subjects are G-Tops moving to Spec-TP in SPS. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and offers some further issues concerning types of focus which I will tackle in my future research.

2. The focused constituent: a multifactorial approach to different types of Focus

The term Focus is often used to refer to phrases serving two discourse functions, namely (a) to introduce new information, which is known as Information Focus (IF), and (b) to introduce a contrast with respect to a previous assertion by denying one part and proposing another part. The latter is what is typically referred
to as Contrastive Focus (CF). Based on Kiss (1998), this distinction is exemplified in (5) for Hungarian.

A number of scholars have argued in favour of a clear-cut distinction between these discourse categories, based on morphological, syntactic, phonological and discourse factors (cf. Kiss, 1998; Zubizarreta, 1998; Nespor and Guasti, 2002; Donati and Nespor, 2003). Cross-linguistic evidence supports the necessity of a distinction between different types of focus, which is syntactically encoded (cf. Molnár, 2006; Bentley, 2007; Cruschina, 2012; Bianchi and Bocci, 2012; Bianchi, 2012). To illustrate, the syntactic position of CF and IF tend to be different across languages. Kiss (1998) discusses the different properties which are distinguished by two positions. Hence in Hungarian a preverbal focus is interpreted as contrastive, as in (5a), whereas a postverbal focus is assigned a purely informational reading, as in (5b):

(5a) a. Mari egy kalapot nezett, ki maganak. Mary a hat pick-past.3sg out herself.Dat
b. Mari kő-nézett maganak egy kalapot. ‘Mary picked for herself a hat’.

(Kiss, 1998: 249, her (8a-b))

In Romance languages such as Italian and Spanish, it is commonly assumed that the left periphery is reserved for CF and the position of IF is sentence-internal (typically occurring in postverbal position). This is the view defended by Cruschina (2012) for Italian and Spanish, as illustrated in (6) from Zubizarreta (1998) (bold type indicates IF):

(6) A: ¿Quién compró Pedro? what buy-past.3sg Peter ‘What did Peter buy?’
B: Pedro compró manzanas. Peter buy-past.3sg apples.‘Pedro bought apples.
B’: #Manzanas compró Pedro. ‘She bought apples.’

This positional difference works for Standard Spanish. However, again some microparametric variation is detected in other dialects since the reply in (B’), with fronted IF, is completely natural in some varieties of Spanish. Interestingly, Southern Peninsular Spanish is one such variety, showing the availability of a left-periphery position for purely IF, as shown by Jiménez-Fernández (in press), which constitutes another piece of evidence supporting the microvariation in SPS.

In addition to syntactic properties, from an interpretive point of view, the different types of foci differ in both discourse and prosodic differences (Cruschina, 2012; Frascarelli and Ramaglia, 2013). Thus, they are interpreted differently at the interfaces. Sticking to the distinction between CF and IF, Kiss (1998) claims that the contrastive interpretation is absent in IF. These are the readings corresponding to (5a) and (5b) respectively. In addition, the prosodic properties of focus will be different depending on the type of interpretation. In this connection, Belletti (2004: 43, note 12) describes CF as carrying an emphatic stress which is missing in IF; I come back to the distinct discourse and syntactic properties of focus below (though I leave aside a thorough study of the prosodic characterisation of foci; see Bianchi et al., 2014 (in press), for intonational evidence from Italian, and Jiménez-Fernández, 2013 for prosodic evidence from Spanish).

Within generative grammar two different semantic approaches can be distinguished with respect to the semantic characterisation of focus. On the one hand, there is the Alternative Semantics approach (Rooth, 1992; Beaver and Clark, 2008). Under this view, focus generates a set of alternatives. For example, for a question such as “What does Mary want?”, there is a number of propositions which vary in the content provided by the focused direct object (‘Mary wants coke, Mary wants ice-cream,...’). Any of these sentences satisfy the information request in the question and the whole set of possible propositions make up what is known as congruent answers to the question.

On the other hand, in the Structured Meaning approach (Krifka, 2006) the proposition is divided into two parts, namely a focus (e.g., ‘ice-cream’ in the example above) and a background (the presupposed denotation of the rest of the clause, i.e. the property of being something that Mary wants).

In my characterisation of focus, I take into account the most salient defining parameters of both approaches. I pay attention to the set of alternatives generated and also to the information structure partition of the proposition in terms of focus and background. When the different types of focus are addressed, we are confronted with different semantic operations, which are reflected in the syntactic derivation in that, depending on the semantic interpretation, each type of focus is assigned a specific sort of discourse feature. These semantic properties are the cornerstone of the description of different types of focus facing in the sections which follow. These features will constitute the basis to distinguish between true cases of focus such as CF, MF and QF and the ‘fake’ type of focus represented by RP, on the one hand, but also will help us elucidate the differences detected among foci, on the other hand.

2.1. Contrastive focus

According to Gussenhoven (2007: 91), Contrastive Focus is “[... ] a spoken item that is a direct rejection of an alternative, either spoken by the speaker himself (‘not A, but B’) or by the hearer [...]”. Contrast, thus, implies removal of information and insertion of new information, as illustrated in (7).

(7) A: Sí, que Susana va de vacaciones con Ángela. know-pres.1sg that Susana CL go-pres.3sg of vacations with Angel‘I know that Susana is going on vacation with Angel and Jimena’
B: No, con Jimena va. no, with Jimena CL go-pres.3sg ‘No, she is going with Jimena’

As a reply to (7A), B is understood as rejecting part of the previous assertion (con Ángela) and proposing a new piece of information to fill in this gap (con Jimena). Therefore, the meaning of (7B) is ‘Jimena is with Susana and Susana is going on vacation, not with Angel’. Note that, as previously stated in footnote 4, CF in Spanish is not necessarily exhaustive (as opposed to languages such as Hungarian). Hence the interpretation in this reply is that Susana went with Jimena and not with Angel, but maybe she went with somebody else.

In terms of the focus-presupposition articulation, Contrastive Focus implies a two-part dissection and the set of alternatives is very restricted (constrained by the semantic properties of the rejected item). In example (7) the set of alternatives includes two members, namely Ángela and Jimena (maybe more members can be added to the set, though either the speaker is not interested in this addition or he/she does not know of any other specific members).

2.2. Mirative focus

Inspired by DeLancey (1997, 2001), Brunetti (2009) and Paoli (2009), Cruschina (2012) consider Mirative Focus as not merely...
informative. It provides new information and, based on the speaker's knowledge of what the hearer expects, indicates that such information will be unexpected. Thus, unexpectedness and surprise with respect to some event are involved in this type of focus (cf. Bianchi et al., 2014):

(8) ¿No me lo puedo creer! TRES TROZOS DE TARTA se ha
not me it can-pres.1sg believe three pieces of cake CL have-pres.3sg
comido Angela'

eaten. Angela

'I can’t believe it! THREE PIECES OF CAKE Angela ate!'

In example (8) the DP tres trozos de tarta 'three pieces of cake' has been preposed to indicate the speaker's surprise and unexpectedness.

Âmbar (1999: 41) terms a similar kind of fronting in Portuguese an “evaluative construction”, involving the fronting of an emphatic and evaluative element to a dedicated functional projection (i.e., the Evaluative Phrase) in the left periphery. Âmbar associates this evaluative construction with an exclamatory meaning and exclamatory intonation. I take it that in Mirative Focus the speaker shows the unexpectedness of its content for himself/herself. A plausible way to test the mirativity of this type of focus is the addition of an expression such as 'And it doesn’t surprise me'. In cases of sentences containing MF, the result is predicted to be pragmatically anomalous (Bianchi et al., in press). Let us consider (9) uttered by the same speaker:

(9) Creía que no tenían nada de dinero y mira:
think-past.1sg that not have-past.3pl nothing of money and look
At. CARIBE se van de luna de miel!
to.Caribbean CL go-pres.3pl of blue moon of honey

Pero eso no me sorprende.
but that not me surprise-pres.3sg

'I thought that they had no money at all and look: They are going to the Caribbean for their honeymoon. But this doesn’t surprise me.'

As is clear, the speaker is showing his/her surprise so it is incredible that these people have planned to go to the Caribbean. In this context it is pragmatically odd adding the information conveyed by Pero eso no me sorprende. In other words, in example (9) the adverbial al Caribe 'to the Caribbean' is clearly an instance of MF.

Mirative Focus is not dependent on a question–answer context. Contrast is established with an element that is part of the shared knowledge of the participants and can be semantically characterised as a “proposal to negotiate a shared evaluation” (Bianchi, 2012). Due to the unconstrained unexpectedness involved in Mirative Focus, the set of alternatives is very large. This is totally predicted since in an example such as (9) al Caribe is just one option among many others.

2.3. Contrastive vs. mirative foci: some interpretive and syntactic differences

In this section I discuss different interpretive and syntactic properties that can be employed to discriminate between CF and MF. According to Bianchi et al. (2014), in mirative contexts, the target sentence is an assertion and the context forces the mirative connotation. This is illustrated in (10), adapted from Bianchi et al. (2014), their example (8).

(10) [Jimenas and Susana talk about Vanessa, Igor and their recent wedding.] A:
A: Y yo que pensaba que no tenían ni un cénitmo! and I that think-past.1sg that not have-past.3pl no a cent
¡Y sabes qué?! ¿A CUBA se han ido de viaje de novios? and you know what to Cuba CL have-pres.3pl gone of honeymoon
'I thought they were penniless! You know what! They went to CUBA on honeymoon!'

On the contrary, instead of an assertion the sentence with CF is a reply to a previous assertion, which corrects one piece of this previous assertion. The corrected part can explicitly be mentioned in a negative coda, as illustrated in (11), also adapted from Bianchi et al. (2014).

(11) [Jimenas and Susana talk about Vanessa, Igor and their recent wedding.] A:
A: Si he entendido bien, se han ido a México.
if have-pres.1sg understood well CL have-pres.3pl gone to Mexico
B: No, ¿te equivocas? ¿A CUBA se han ido,
B: No, you are wrong! They went to CUBA on honeymoon!
no, CL be-wrong-pres.2sg to Cuba CL have-pres.3pl gone
de viaje de novios? No a México!
of honeymoon not to Mexico
Of course, they didn’t go.

Note that MF is compatible with this negative coda, whereas CF is not, as shown by the impossibility of adding a negative coda to the assertion in (12), where the context favours the mirative interpretation (the symbol # stands for pragmatically anomalous):

(12) H: ¿Y sabes qué?! ¿A CUBA se han ido de viaje de novios? and know what to Cuba CL have-pres.3pl gone of honeymoon
No a México!
not to Mexico

'I thought they were penniless! You know what! They went to CUBA on honeymoon! Not to Mexico!'

This also proves that MF is not contrastive. At least it is not as strongly contrastive as CF, which explains the incomparability with the negative coda.

As stated earlier, another distinction at the level of interpretation is the co-occurrence of MF with an additional expression contradicting the surprise and unexpectedness of the speaker of the previous assertion, as opposed to CF. This is further illustrated in (13) for MF and (14) for CF:

(13) [Jimenas and Susana talk about Vanessa, Igor and their recent wedding.] A:
A: Y yo que pensaba que no tenían ni un cénitmo! and I that think-past.1sg that not have-past.3pl no a cent
¿Y sabes qué?! A CUBA se han ido de viaje de novios? and you know what to Cuba CL have-pres.3pl gone of honeymoon
Pero eso no me sorprende.
but that not me surprise-pres.3sg

'I thought they were penniless! You know what! They went to CUBA on honeymoon! But I’m not surprised at all!!'

(14) [Jimenas and Susana talk about Vanessa, Igor and their recent wedding.] A:
A: Si he entendido bien, se han ido a México.
if have-pres.1sg understood well CL have-pres.3pl gone to Mexico
B: No, ¿te equivocas? ¿A CUBA se han ido,
B: No, you are wrong! They went to CUBA on honeymoon!
no, CL be-wrong-pres.2sg to Cuba CL have-pres.3pl gone
de viaje de novios? No a México! Pero eso me sorprende.
of honeymoon not to Mexico but that not me surprise-pres.3sg

'I’ve understood correctly, they went to Mexico.
B: No, you are wrong! They went to CUBA on honeymoon! Not to Mexico! But I’m not surprised at all!!'

As clearly illustrated in (13), MF cannot be followed by a construction conveying expectedness, whereas CF can naturally co-occur with such an expression. The reason is that CF has nothing to do with surprise or unexpectedness, thereby being compatible with an expression exhibiting either surprise or no surprise. It is just not relevant.

Let us now turn to the syntactic properties. Cruschina (2012) and Bianchi et al. (2014) suggest two main distinguishing properties that describe the behaviour of CF and MF. First, based on data from Italian, these authors claim that V-adjacency is optional for CF whereas it is obligatory for MF.

(15) A: Gianni ha venduto la moto.
Gianni have-pres.3sg sold the motorbike
B: La macchina Gianni ha venduto, non la moto.
the car Gianni have-pres.3sg sold, not the motorbike

'A: John sold his motorbike. B: No, he sold his car, not his motorbike.' (Bianchi et al., 2014, 11, (11))

(16) a. Non ci posso credere! Due bottiglie ci siamo bevuti!
not CL loc can-pres.1sg believe two bottles CL be-pres.1pl drunk.
'Can’t believe it! We drank two bottles!'

b. ?Si ci posso credere! Due bottiglie, al pub ci siamo bevuti!
'Can’t believe it! We have drunk two bottles at the pub.' (Cruschina 2012, 121-122, (77))
In the present article, the main proposal is that in some Spanish dialects V-adjacency is simply an option, and this property does not discriminate between CF and MF. More precisely, we will see that in Standard Spanish both CF and MF require V-adjacency thereby blocking the interpolation of any adjunct. However, the situation is different in Southern Peninsular Spanish, where neither CF nor MF ban the occurrence of an intervening constituent. Let us consider CF in (17) in both varieties, SS and SPS:

(17) a. EL COCHE ha vendido Juan, no la moto.
    the car have-pres.3sg sold John, not the motorcycle.
    b. *EL COCHE Juan ha vendido, no la moto.
    *the car Juan have sold, not the moto.
    ‘John has sold the car, not the motorcycle.’

    V-adjacency is obligatory in SS, as shown in (17). However, in SPS (especially in spontaneous speech) the situation is completely different and speakers produce both syntactic orderings:

(18) a. EL COCHE ha vendido Juan, no la moto.
    the car have-pres.3sg sold John, not the motorcycle.
    b. EL COCHE Juan ha vendido, no la moto.
    the car Juan have sold, not the moto.
    ‘John has sold the car, not the motorcycle.’

This is indicative that the V-Adjacency property is nullified in SPS and cannot be used to discriminate between CF and MF since again the V-Adjacency requirement is obviated in SPS for MF, as illustrated in (19) and (20):

(19) ¿No me lo puedo creer? ¡DOS BOTELLAS en el pub nos.
    not CL it can-pres.1sg believe two bottles in the pub CL hasmas behido!
    have-pres.1pl drunk.pl
    ‘I can’t believe it! We have drunk two BOTTLES in the pub!’

(20) Yaya sorpresas! ¿A María a la fiesta ha invitado!
    what surprise to Mary to the party have-pres.3pl invited
    ‘What a surprise! They have invited MARY to the party!’

The possibility of interpolating a constituent such as an adjunct is feasible in SPS. In later section I will show that a preverbal subject is also possible in this variety when the fronted phrase is MF.

The second syntactic property used by Cruschina (2012) to distinguish between CF and MF is the possible occurrence of CF in an embedded sentence complement of a verb of saying and the unacceptable of MF in this syntactic context:

(22) ??*Non ci posso credere! Ha raccontato che DUE
    not CL it can-pres.1sg believe that two
    BOTTIGLIE ci eravamo bevuti! (Cruschina 2012, 119)
    bottles CL have-pres.1pl drunk.
    ‘I can’t believe it! He has said that we had drunk two BOTTLES.’

(23) A: Gianni ha detto che ha venduto la moto.
    John have-pres.3sg said that has-pres.3sg sold the motorbike
    B: No, ha detto che LA MACHERNA ha venduto.
    no, have-pres.3sg said that the car have-pres.3sg sold
    A: John said that he sold his motorbike.
    B: No, he said that he sold his car.

This is a good test to apply in Spanish and will help us differentiate CF from MF regardless of the dialectal variety.

(24) ??No me lo puedo creer!! ¿Ya diciendo por ahí que
    not CL it can-pres.1sg believe saying by there that
    DOS BOTELLAS DE VODKA nos habíamos bebido en la fiesta? (MFF)
    two bottles of vodka CL have-pres.1pl drunk in the party
    I can’t believe it! He goes saying everywhere that we had drunk two BOTTLES
    VODKA at the party!!

(25) A: Juan va diciendo que ha vendido la moto.
    John go-pres.3sg saying that have-pres.3sg sold the motorbike
    B: No, no. María dice que el coche ha vendido, no la moto (CF)
    no no Mary says-pres.3sg that the car have sold, not the motorbike
    A: John goes saying that he has sold the motorbike.
    B: No, no. Mary says that he has sold the car, not the motorbike.

The focus fronting in (24) shows that MF is unavailable in the embedded sentence, whereas (25) tells us that CF does not exhibit such a restriction. Note, incidentally, that the preposed constituent in (24) could be interpreted in contrast with other members of the set (for example, one bottle or three bottles of vodka), and hence it would be regarded as well-formed, which points to the fact that CF is entirely compatible with embedding.

2.4. Quantifier fronting

Leonetti and Escandell (2009) suggest two defining properties of Quantifier Fronting constructions: (1) Fronted Quantifier Phrases do not show any emphatic intonation, in contrast with other types of focus (though they do not carry out an actual examination of intonation patterns in real data); and (2) the interpretation of the fronted element does not involve a contrast with other alternatives (Quer, 2002):

(26) a. NADA tengo que añadir, (*no algo).
    nothing have-pres.1sg that to add not something
    ‘Nothing more can be added (*nothing!)’
    b. Algo debe saber, (*no nada).
    something must-pres.3sg know not nothing
    ‘(There) must be something she knows (*not nothing)’

(Leonetti & Escandell 2009: 161)

The examples in (26) show that no contrast can be established in Quantifier Fronting between the fronted constituent and a member of a discourse set due to the fact that polarity is the core of the contrast and as such it is the emphasised element.

Two points are at issue here. First, the fronted QP does not display any contrast at all with any possible alternative, thereby disconfirming its discourse role as CF. Secondly, QF is an instance of focus, and as such it is incompatible with another focused element in the same sentence, illustrated in (27a), and does not show the insertion of the resumptive clitic, as shown in (27b). Thus QF cannot co-occur with a narrow in-situ focus, as Quer (2002) points out:

(27) a. *A algún amigo se encontró MARIA (no Beatriz).
    to some friend CL meet-pres.3sg Mary (not Beatriz)
    ‘MARY met some friend (not Beatrice).’
    b. A algún amigo se lo encontró Maria.
    to some friend CL him meet-pres.3sg Mary
    ‘Mary met some friend.’

Interestingly, Leonetti and Escandell (2009) remark on the adjacency of V and the fronted element as a common property of all types of fronting except Clitic Left Dislocation, including Quantifier Fronting. For Leonetti & Escandell, Quantifier Fronting is an instance of Verum Focus Fronting, in which the Information Structure partitions the proposition in two parts, focus and background. Focus corresponds to polarity, hence the implication of negative and positive polarity in (26a–b) respectively. The alternatives reduce to two: positive and negative. This raises the question as to why Verum Focus (VF) and QF can co-occur in the same sentence if we accept that there is one focus per clause (Rizzi, 1997). This situation predicts the ungrammaticality of sentences

5 The focus status of Quantifier Fronting is quite tricky since a QP can be dislocated to the left periphery with the function of Contrastive Focus (i) or Mirative Focus (ii), or even as a CLLD-ed topic (hence the fronted QP is interpreted as specific and a resumptive clitic is available).

(27) a. *MUCHA gente esa invitado María (no a pesar).
    much people that invite Mary (not to lack)
    ‘Many has invited many people (not few people).’
    b. *No me lo puedo creer. ¡MUCHA gente ha invitado María!
    not me it can-pres.1sg say. MUCHA people has-invited Mary!
    ‘I can’t believe it! Mary has invited so many people!’
    c. *MUCHA gente la invitó María por compromiso.
    much people CL invite-pres.3sg Mary by commitment
    ‘Mary invited many people without a real interest.’

From this perspective, it may be thought that QF should not be singled out as a distinct type of focus, in line with Cinque (1990). However, in my work I will adopt the view pursued by Quer (2002), Cruschina (2012), according to which QF stands on its own as a well-defined type of focus, with its own syntactic and semantic properties. QPs are ambiguous as for their specific or non-specific reading (Suñer, 2003). It can be paraphrased as ‘It is true that/It is the case that…’. Therefore, an example such as (8a) is interpreted as ‘It is the case that I have nothing more to add’ (see also Romero and Han, 2004).
such as (27) since they include two nuclei, namely VF and QF, contrary to facts:

(27) a. [ALGUNA COSA/ALGÚN RUEDO] debiste oír.
   (something/ some noise) must-past.2sg hear
   "You must have heard (something/some noise)."

b. BASTANTE TRABAJO tengo you.
   enough work have-pres.1sg already
   "I have already enough work.

At this point I would like to connect the co-occurrence of VF and QF with the notion of broad focus or all-focus sentences. As is commonly assumed, broad focus is involved in out-of-the-blue sentences since all the information provided is new.

(28) A: ¿Qué ocurrió?
   what happen-past.3sg
   "What happened?"

B: ALGUNA COSA debiste oír y no me la quieres contar.
   some thing must-past.2sg hear and not me it want-pres.2sg to-tell
   "You must have heard something and your don’t want to tell me about it."

These sentences show that there is no incompatibility between broad focus and QF, which in fact proves that not all frontings are simple instances of narrow focus (in the traditional sense).

Cruschina (2012) and Bianchi et al. (2014) have identified a similar paradoxical situation with the compatibility of Mirative Focus and Broad Focus in Sicilian:

(29) A: Chi successi?
   what happen-past.3sg
   "What happened?"

B: A MACHINA m’ arredono!
   the car me.CL steal-past.3pl.
   "My car was stolen!" (Cruschina 2012, 71, (92))

MF may be used in out-of-the-blue sentences, where the answer is given by an all-focus sentence. Hence, it seems that in all-focus sentences there may be focusing if the constituent conveys an additional connotation (surprise or unexpectedness). In Spanish we find similar data for MF:

(30) A: ¿Sabes qué ha pasado?
   know-pres.2sg what have-past.3sg happened
   "You know what’s happened?"

B: AL CANDIDATO DEL GOBIERNO han rechazado!
   to.the candidate of gouvernment have-past.3pl rejected
   "They have rejected the government’s candidate."

B’s answer in (30) displays new information, yet Spanish selects a DP as the most relevant piece of information since it is what expresses the speaker’s surprise. One of the differences between QF and MF is that polarity is affected only in QF instances.

My suggestion is that in all-focus sentences one piece of the information is more salient and it is precisely this piece of information that is presupposed. This means that in QF we may have no narrow focus, but just a vacuous fronting in a sentence in which what is emphasised is the truth or falsity of the whole proposition, i.e. Verum Focus. To put it bluntly, this is exactly the connection between the polarity of the sentence and QF. The information conveyed by the sentence is new and among the pieces of information one of them, represented by QF, is highlighted. This QF may be viewed as a type of altruistic movement (Erteschik-Shir, 2007), since there is no real need for fronting to express that focus lies on the polarity.

2.5. Resumptive preposing

Cinque (1990: 87) holds that in RP “the fronted phrase must either directly resume an identical phrase in the immediately preceding discourse or be inferentially linked to such a phrase”. This is illustrated for Italian in (31):

(31) a. Le STESSA PROPOSTA fece poi il partito di maggioranza.
   the same proposal make-past.3sg the party of majority
   ‘Then the majority party made the same proposal.’

b. ...e QUESTO disse anche il Sottosecreario.
   and this say-past.3sg also the Subsecretary.
   ‘...and so said also the Subsecretary.’

c. ALLO STESSO MODO si comportò suo figlio.
   to.the same way CL behave-past.3sg his son
   ‘In the same way, his son behaved.’

(Cinque, 1990; Benincà, 1988)

On the other hand, Leonetti and Escandell (2009) claim that, contrary to Quantifier Fronting, Resumptive Preposing (RP) occurs mostly with definite Determiner Phrases (DPs). These linguists argue that “Resumptive Preposing shows every diagnostic of wh-movement: the fronted constituent has to be adjacent to the verb, which triggers subject–verb inversion, and it is incompatible with any other instance of wh-movement such as, for instance, Focus movement” (Leonetti and Escandell, 2009: 167). Again the V adjacency condition is emphasised as a defining property of Resumptive Preposing. This is shown in (32), Leonetti & Escandell’s example (4):

(32) a. LO MISMO digo.
   the same say-pres.1sg to-say
   ‘I say the same.’

In addition, another property of RP is that the fronted constituent does not require any resumptive clitic, thereby patterning with focus fronting (as opposed to CLLD). I return to this issue below.

Leonetti & Escandell group Resumptive Preposing and Quantifier Fronting together. The authors adduce that the two constructions share a common property, that of expressing polarity focus/Verum focus (Höhle, 1992; Krifka, 2007; Féry, 2007). The alternatives would thus be most restricted: positive or negative.

However, in light of the data from SPS shown in Section 2, this is untenable, and I stick to the distinction made by Cinque (1990) and Quer (2002). One of the reasons for keeping to the distinction is that, as Leonetti & Escandell argue, Resumptive Preposing involves just definite elements as in (32). However, this is not a constraint for Quantifier Fronting, as shown in (10).

Leonetti & Escandell claim that no focus-background partition of the sentence is attested. Instead, the construction exhibits a focus-background partition of the sentence polarity. This may be true for Quantifier Fronting, as stated in the previous section. Nevertheless, for Resumptive Preposing it is not the case that the whole proposition is the background. In this connection, “the VFF [Verum Focus Fronting] construction is accepted only when its whole propositional content is background information, i.e., has been mentioned in the previous discourse” (Leonetti and Escandell, 2009: 183). This is shown in (34):

(34) Había que leere el QUIXOTE se leyó.
   have that to.read CL the Quixote and
   ‘We had to read the Quixote, and read the Quixote we did.’

(L&E, 2009: 171, their (38a))

This type of fronting clearly contrasts with true Resumptive Preposing constructions:

(35) LA MISMA PROPUESTA hizo el partido de gobierno.
   the same proposal make-past.3sg the party of government
   ‘The same proposal was made by the government party.’

7 Note that the time of fronting illustrated in (34) patterns together with VP-Preposing in languages like English (see the gloss for (34)). I assume that in this type of fronting we do have a true instance of VFP, as opposed to RP, which I will argue does not exhibit any emphasis on the polarity.
From a discourse perspective, this sentence is felicitous as a response to a previous proposition such as El partido de la oposición ha propuesto cambiar la ley anticorrupción (‘The opposition party has proposed to change the fraud law’). Hence, there is no requirement that the whole proposition is background information.

Another problem with a Verum Focus Fronting analysis of Resumptive Preposing is that contrasts can be established, thereby indicating that it is not the case that the polarity is emphasised. To the contrary, an explicit contrast with possible members of a discourse set is attested in sentences such as (36):

(36) **La misma propuesta (y no otra) hizo el Partido Popular, the same proposal (and not other) make-pst.3sg the Party Popular: ‘The Popular Party made the very same proposal (and not any other).’**

Finally, to prove that VFF is not involved in RP, let us consider the test that Leonetti & Escandell propose to demonstrate that RP is polarity focus. The authors claim that sentences with QF and RP can be paraphrased by the same sentence without fronting but inserting the polarity-inducing element sí (que) ‘yes (that)’. If the two constructions with and without fronting have the same interpretation, this demonstrates that the version with fronting involves polarity focus. Let us start with QF:

(37) **A alguien encontrarás. → Sí que encontrará a alguien. to someone find-fut.2sg → yes that find-fut.2sg to someone ‘You will find someone.’ → ‘It’s sure that you will find someone.’**

As is clear, the truth value of both sentences with and without the polarity-inducing particle is exactly the same, confirming that QF instantiates Verum Focus Fronting. Now, let us consider RP in light of the following paragraph:

(38) **Estarba cruzando el Puente Colgante y Lituana vio que un grupo de chicos se bañaban, chapoteando y haciendo alaerica en las orillas arenosas del río. **

**Esoas mismas cosas habían hecho él con sus primos León, un chuchunal de años atrás. ‘He was crossing the Hanging Bridge and Lituana saw that a group of children were having a bath, splashing and making a fuss on the sandy banks of the river. He and his Leon cousins had done exactly the same things, many, many years ago.’**

(Vargas Llosa, 2013, El héroe discreto, p.189)

In the last sentence, the DP esas mismas cosas ‘those same things’ has been preposed and this involves RP. If Leonetti & Escandell are correct, we predict that the relevant sentence should be paraphrasable with the same sentence without fronting but including the polarity-inducing particle, contrary to facts:

(39) **‘Sí que habían hecho él con sus primos León esas mismas cosas.**

As a continuation of the previous sentence, in this context the truth value of sentence (39) is quite distinct from the corresponding sentence with fronting in (38). In other words it is not the case that we are emphasising the polarity of the sentence when RP is at issue. The question thus arises as to what type of discourse category RP represents.

Resumptive Preposing partially conveys [+ given] information, as illustrated in the above example, since it presupposes information already provided in the context. Thus, I will assume that it qualifies as a topic. Additionally, RP expresses some new information as well. For example, in (38) the preposed DP implies that those same things are just similar to the ones mentioned in the previous sentence. This combination of given and new information leads me to propose, following Jiménez-Fernández and Miyagawa (2014), that RP is an instance of Aboutness-Shift Topic in the sense of Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007); Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010). This AS-Top serves the function of proposing what the sentence is about by providing some additional information with respect to already shared information.

As for the Information Structure Partition, there is a topic-comment division, and the comment includes information focus (for example, el Partido Popular ‘the Popular Party’ in example (36) or él con sus primos León ‘he and the Leon cousins’ in (38)).

For reasons of space I will just provide with two empirical pieces of evidence in favour of dealing with RP as topic fronting. The Should I stay or should I go? first property which characterises RP is that it involves the feature [+ given]. However, this feature can also be present in CF, as an anonymous reviewer points out to me. In my view, both CF and RP may include [+ given] among their features, but they differ in other respects, such as the availability of a negative coda for CF. Note that this is not a property for RP in that a sentence such as (38) does not accept this negative alternative:

(40) #Esoas mismas cosas han hecho él con sus primos León, un chuchunal de años atrás (no otras cosas).

Another topic-like property is that the fronted constituent is always definite and specific, as opposed to any kind of focus, which can be either specific or non-specific. This means that an indefinite and non-specific DP cannot occur in RP constructions. In a context where speaker A says that he has bought an orange shirt to wear at a party, Speaker B can reply with (41b) but never (41a). The difference is definiteness/specificity:

(41) a. *Cualquier Camisa he elegido yo. any shirt have-pres.1sg chosen I ‘I have chosen any shirt.’

b. La misma Camisa he elegido yo. The same shirt have-pres.1sg chosen I ‘I’ve chosen the same shirt.’

Moreover, I have claimed that RP plays the discourse role of Aboutness-Shift Topic (AS-Top). Evidence supporting this claim comes the distinction between root and non-root properties (Emonds, 1969). It has been claimed that some main clause phenomena such as Topicalisation can only occur in root environments. Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) have argued that an AS-Top is always restricted to main clauses. Furthermore, Jiménez-Fernández and Miyagawa (2014) have shown that Spanish AS-Tops are incompatible with factive verbs like lamentar ‘regret’, simply because the embedded clause subordinate to this type of verbs is not a root-like context (I abstract away from technicalities). The prediction is that if RP is an instance of AS-Top, it should be incompatible with this type of verbs. This is borne out by examples such as (42) from Jiménez-Fernández and Miyagawa (2014: 297), their (81):

(42) a. *La misma propuesta hizo también el partido del gobierno. the same proposal make-past.3sg also the party of the government ‘The party of the government also made the same proposal.’

b. *Me disgusta que la misma propuesta hiciera también el gobierno. me disgustar the same proposal make-past.3sg also the part of the government ‘I regret that the party of the government also made the same proposal.’

The unavailability of RP in embedded contexts points to the fact that RP is an AS-Top, given that other types of topic (instantiated by CLLD) does not exhibit this restriction:

---

8 One problem posed by the qualification of RP as topic is that in Romance topic fronting is linked to a resumptive clitic (when available in the language). This is CLLD. I have shown that CLLD and RP are different in many respects. It should be no surprise that they also differ in the insertion of the resumptive clitic. According to an anonymous reviewer, it sounds suspicious to consider RP as a case of topic fronting when there is no clitic. However, it should be clear that in other languages such as Portuguese, CLLD and Topicalisation of the English type coexist (cf. Barbosa, 2001), and the latter is never connected to a clitic, despite being a topic:  

(i) O livro compre com certeza.  


In the same vein, RP does not need to be linked to a resumptive clitic to qualify as a topic.
To conclude this section, the most salient discourse property of RP as an AS-Top is that it stands as a shift of topic with respect to the previous sentence that include the resumed material. To illustrate, let us return to examples such as (38). In the first sentence the speaker is talking about Lituma (AS-Top), and the comment part mentions that some children are carrying out. The second sentence also has this discourse partition. However, by fronting the DP esas mismas cosas, there is a change of topic and now this sentence is about those same things and not about Lituma. This shifting property is highlighted in every instance of RP in the examples discussed in this section.

2.6. A feature-based analysis of foci

In this paper I entertain that focus is encoded as a syntactic feature [+Focus] which characterises all types of focus, and conveys purely new information. The distinction of types is realised by different combinations of features (a general line pursued by Haegeman, 2010, 2012; Starke, 2001; Frascarelli and Ramaglia, 2013; among others). Table 1 outlines the feature composition of the types of foci that may be identified in Spanish, based on their interpretive properties I have discussed earlier:

(43) Me disgusta que LA MISMA PROPUESTA la hiciera también el partido del gobierno.
   “I regret that the party of the government also made the same proposal.”

To conclude this section, the most salient discourse property of RP as an AS-Top is that it stands as a shift of topic with respect to the previous sentence that include the resumed material. To illustrate, let us return to examples such as (38). In the first sentence the speaker is talking about Lituma (AS-Top), and the comment part mentions that some children are carrying out. The second sentence also has this discourse partition. However, by fronting the DP esas mismas cosas, there is a change of topic and now this sentence is about those same things and not about Lituma. This shifting property is highlighted in every instance of RP in the examples discussed in this section.

2.6. A feature-based analysis of foci

In this paper I entertain that focus is encoded as a syntactic feature [+Focus] which characterises all types of focus, and conveys purely new information. The distinction of types is realised by different combinations of features (a general line pursued by Haegeman, 2010, 2012; Starke, 2001; Frascarelli and Ramaglia, 2013; among others). Table 1 outlines the feature composition of the types of foci that may be identified in Spanish, based on their interpretive properties I have discussed earlier:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Focus</td>
<td>[+Focus]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrastive Focus</td>
<td>[+Focus] [+Contrast]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirative Focus</td>
<td>[+Focus] [+Unexpectedness]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifier Fronting</td>
<td>[+Focus] [+Polarity] [+Contrast]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumptive Preposing</td>
<td>[+Topic] [+Aboutness] [+Shift]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(44) Feature composition of types of foci and RP

As is clear from the table, the basic type of focus is Information Focus, just carrying the feature [+Focus]; this discourse feature will be common to all types. Contrastive Focus also contains the feature [+Contrast], accounting for the contrastive/corrective interpretation of the focused element. Mirative Focus involves some sort of surprise on the part of the speaker in line with Cruschina (2012), which is captured in the system by adding the feature [+Unexpectedness]. Quantifier Fronting carries the feature [+Polarity], meaning that it emphasises the polarity of the sentence.

Resumptive Preposing is separated from types of foci because, as I have argued, it is not a true focus but a topic and hence carries a [+Topic] feature. In addition, Quantifier Fronting (though not RP) affects the polarity of the sentence, and as such QF contains the afore-mentioned [+Polarity] feature, but RP shows no contrast at all. On the other hand, implementing Frascarelli’s (2007) and Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl’s (2007) proposal, RP carries a [+Aboutness] feature, indicating that its import is what the sentence is about, but also a [+Shift] feature, suggesting that the topic is newly proposed in the relevant sentence.

3. Methodology and sample data from tests

Two tests have been created for a systematic interface analysis of focus fronting (for Mirative Focus, Contrastive Focus, Quantifier Fronting) and Resumptive Preposing in two varieties of European Spanish: Southern Peninsular Spanish (SPS, specifically Andalusian and Extremaduran varieties) and Standard Spanish (SS, mainly Asturian, the Spanish of Catalonia, Basque Spanish and Madrilenian varieties). As suggested in the RAE-ASALE (2009/2011), Standard Spanish is very difficult to define despite the unifying character of Spanish in general, and corresponds to the educated variety shared in all dialects. In this work, I concentrate on European Spanish, leaving American Spanish aside.

In RAE-ASALE (2009/2011), Andalusian and Extremaduran varieties are geographically grouped together with common linguistic properties. It is within this approach that the division between SPS and SS should be taken. Hence, the main reason why I concentrate on Andalusian and Extremaduran Spanish is that they share the linguistic phenomenon that I am describing here (non-adjacency of V to Focus), which is not found in the rest of European varieties of Spanish. On the other hand, the varieties representing SS have been chosen motivated by the geographic origin of informants.

In the first test all types of focus discussed above have been taken into consideration and focus fronting with preverbal subjects was systematically compared with focus fronting with postverbal subjects in both varieties. The second test has concentrated on focus fronting with preverbal subjects in SPS, controlling the possible confusion with the postverbal subject constructions.

Due to the fact that my goal is a full description of focus fronting in SPS, the number of informants is significantly higher in SPS (32 speakers) than in SS (24 speakers). From a sociolinguistic point of view, informants have a high education level (BA, MA and PhD students at the University of Seville and professors at the University of Seville and other universities in Spain). They all have a good knowledge of language and linguistics. As mentioned earlier, speakers have been classified as belonging to one variety or another depending on their geographical origin.

The study was divided into two phases. In the first step, informants were given a set of sentences preceded by a context which induced a specific focus reading of the preposed constituent and asked to judge them (judgements could be expressed as ‘/?/OK; informants were given a full description of what these conventional symbols stand for). The tests were presented in writing and in randomised order. Written stimulus is supposed to be neutral in that no auditory coercion with a specific intonation is exercised on speakers, who can thus freely interpret the relevant sentence with a specific discourse reading. The presentation of a context for each sentence also created the environment to induce a Given-Topic interpretation of both preverbal and postverbal subjects.

The examples in (45) make up samples of the data that informants had to judge. Sentences A constitute the stimulus context; focused constituents are in CAPS and topics are underlined for my present purposes, though informants did not have this information. Sentences in 1 are instances of preverbal subjects,

9 From now onwards I will use the neutral term ‘types of fronting’ to refer to the three types of foci and to RP, though it should be clear that RP is not a type of focus, but rather a type of topic.
10 One of the questions in the test was “What variety of Spanish do you speak?”, and informants had two options, either Standard or Southern. This helped me in classifying speakers within one of these varieties. The main basis for this division is geographic, never sociolinguistic. Actually, the sociolinguistic factors characterising my informants are very similar in both varieties.
11 As argued in Frascarelli (2007), Given Topics instantiate given/familiar information, sit in the low C-domain and can be found in any type of embedded clause (Bianchi and Frascarelli, 2010); this can describe the preverbal subjects that I focus on in this work. On the other hand, postverbal subjects can also be interpreted as Given Topics in languages like Spanish (as opposed to Italian), as shown by Frascarelli and Jiménez-Fernández (2013). These Given Topics are not right-dislocated topics in Spanish; they remain in their original position, spec-vP.
whereas those in 2 contain postverbal subjects. Examples in B are for Contrastive Focus, examples in C are for Mirative Focus, examples in D illustrate Resumptive Preposing and examples in E instantiate Quantifier Fronting.

(45) A: Iberia ha echado a 80 trabajadores en Sevilla. Iberia have-pres.3sg fired to 80 employees in Seville, ‘Iberia has fired 80 employees in Seville’

B.1.: ¿Anda ya! A 40 TRABAJADORES Iberia ha echado en walk already to 40 employees Iberia have-pres.3sg fired in Sevilla (no a 80). Seville (not to 80).

B.2.: ¿Anda ya! A 40 TRABAJADORES, ha echado Iberia en Sevilla. (no a 80). ‘No way! Iberia has fired 40 employees in Seville (not 80).’

C.1.: ¿Es increíble! ¿A TANTOS TRABAJADORES Iberia no be-pres.3sg incredible to so many employees Iberia not puede echar así como así! can-pres.3sg fire so like so.

C.2.: ¿Es increíble! ¿A TANTOS TRABAJADORES no puede echar Iberia así como así! ‘It’s incredible! Iberia can’t fire so many employees this way!’

D.1. Pues, ALGUNA RESPONSABILIDAD el Gobierno debería pedir well, some responsibility the government should ask a Iberia. to Iberia

D.2. Pues, ALGUNA RESPONSABILIDAD debería pedir el Gobierno a Iberia. ‘Well, the government should demand accountability from Iberia’.

E.1. EL MISMO PROBLEMA la compañía está teniendo en Barcelona. the same problem the company be-pres.3sg having in Barcelona.

E.2. EL MISMO PROBLEMA está teniendo la compañía en Barcelona. ‘The company is having the same problem in Barcelona’ 12

In the Appendix at the end of this article I include the whole set of sentences that informants were asked to judge. It was crucial to give the speakers more than one case of each type of fronting so I could make sure that their answers were systematic.

4. Statistical analysis of data

In this section, I discuss the results of the different tests completed by native speakers. For the sake of clarity, I use tables so that the results can easily be followed. The figures in the different tables are based on the sentences judged to be ‘OK’ only.

4.1. Test 1: focus fronting with preverbal and postverbal ‘subjects’

In my first experiment, both SS and SPS speakers were presented with the data containing not only postverbal subjects but also preverbal subjects, whose interpretation has been crucially induced to be that of a Given Topic. The results are presented in two tables, where I use abbreviations CF for Contrastive Focus, MF for Mirative Focus, RP for Resumptive Preposing and QF for Quantifier Fronting. Table 2 presents the judgements of SPS and SS informants with respect to preverbal subjects, whereas Table 3 comprises the results regarding postverbal subjects. Figures are accompanied by the number of speakers (in brackets) who rated the relevant sentences as acceptable:

When SPS informants were faced with the systematic comparison between preverbal and postverbal subjects, they judged the latter to be fully grammatical (approximately 90%). The same result obtained for SS with respect to Fronting with postverbal subjects, as clearly shown in Table 3. However, figures in Table 2 indicate that in the relevant discourse context SPS speakers found preverbal subjects acceptable (approximately 50%, except for Quantifier Fronting, with just 40%). Conversely, the SS informants rated preverbal subjects in constructions involving Fronting quite low.

The partial conclusion to be drawn at this point is that SPS speakers prefer postverbal subjects with Fronting, but the preverbal option is at least acceptable. SS speakers dubbed the preverbal subject construction ungrammatical. However, the figures are somehow borderline. In order to have a clearer picture, a second test was designed based just on preverbal subjects, whose results are discussed in the next section.

4.2. Test 2: fronting with a preverbal given topic in SPS

So far it is clear that SS does not include preverbal subjects as an option in Focus Fronting, whereas SPS speakers seem to accept this construction, though its acceptability is rather tricky with figures which do not point to full grammaticality. One of the main problems SPS speakers found was that if they were to choose between pre- and postverbal subjects in sentences with Fronting, they critically preferred postverbal subjects. This led me to create a second test, just for SPS speakers (though see below for SS), focusing exclusively on preverbal subjects so the informants could not relate the relevant sentence with one having a possible postverbal subject. The results are displayed in Table 4.

When confronted with Fronting with preverbal subjects alone (with no explicit mention of the post-verbal constructions), SPS speakers showed a great tolerance with respect to Resumptive Preposing, yet we must consider this type of fronting just marginal. On the other hand, grammaticality increases with Contrastive Focus and it achieves its highest ranking with Mirative Focus and Quantifier Fronting.

To have a full picture of the contrast between SPS and SS with respect to the acceptability of preverbal subjects in sentences with Fronting, I include Table 5. Here I show the low rates obtained in SS for preverbal subjects:

---

12 Topicality of the subject is achieved via context bridging (Roberts, 2003), hence it is weakly familiar (Roberts 1993). It can be claimed that in the economic situation Spain is going through at the moment the involvement of the government in this type of events is expected. It is activated by the speakers' knowledge about the new employment laws the Spanish government is proposing at present.
The conclusion that I arrive at is that SPS speakers regard the preverbal subject construction as fully grammatical, especially with Contrastive Focus, Mirative Focus and Quantifier Fronting. In contrast, SPS informants dubbed preverbal subjects in Resumptive Preposing as less acceptable. Discourse properties lead us to conclude that Resumptive Preposing is rather a type of topic. As I have already discussed earlier, RP is an instance of AS-Top and the subject can be the focus for however, when the subject is preverbal, focus can fall on some other constituent:

Sentence (46) can perfectly be uttered in a context in which the speaker is introducing information about the laws that the Portuguese president is proposing now (i.e., What is the Portuguese president’s purpose to propose this law?). Hence, the adverbial clause to solve the problems at the university ‘The President of Portugal has proposed the same law to solve the problems at the university.’

5. Evidence for G-Tops and preverbal subjects

The last section of this work discusses some empirical evidence in support of my claim that pre-verbal subjects are G-Tops in sentences instantiating Mirative Focus and Contrastive Focus. In the typology of topics proposed by Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007), they argue that G-Tops are base-generated in the CP system. However, though this can be the case for Italian, Spanish G-Tops (especially in SPS) exhibit different behaviour, which leads me to suggest that G-Tops in focus fronting constructions move to Spec-TP.

First, as traditionally assumed (Enc, 1991; Erteschik-Shir, 1997, 2006; Diesing, 1992, 1997; Jayaseelan, 2001; Molnár, 2006; Leonetti, 2004, 2008; Aboh, 2010; Frascarelli, 2007), specificity is one of the main properties of topics. Hence, a G-Top is supposed to always be specific. The prediction is that a typical non-specific Quantifier such as cualquiera ‘anybody’ should not qualify as a G-Top when Focus Fronting is at issue. The prediction is borne out, in light of the awkwardness of speaker B’s response to speaker A’s previous assertion (recall that the symbol # stands for non-felicitous):

(47) A: El ordenador es muy fácil de manejar, ¿no?
the computer be-pres.3sg very easy of to-handle, not?
‘Computers are very easy to handle, aren’t they?’
B: # La calculadora cualquiera puede manejar, pero el ordenador no.
the calculator anybody can-pres.3sg handle, but the computer not
‘Anybody can handle calculators, but not computers.’

Conversely, if a specific subject with G-Top interpretation is used, the sentence is pragmatically felicitous and fully grammatical:

(48) A: Juan maneja muy bien el ordenador, ¿no?
Juan handle-pres.3sg very well the computer, not?
‘Juan handles the computer very well, doesn’t he?’
B: No, la calculadora Juan puede manejar, pero el ordenador no.
the calculator Juan can-pres.3sg handle, but the computer not
‘Juan can handle calculators, but not computers.’

One piece of evidence comes from binding data, assuming that a new binding configuration emerges as a result of moving a possible antecedent to an A-position (Miyagawa, 2010), thereby improving a Principle A effect:

Assuming that movement to an A’-position involves reconstruction effects, whereas movement to an A-position does not, sentence (49b) with CF supports the proposal that the dislocated object a Juan moves to spec-TP, an A-position, and binds the anaphoric expression su amigo. This sentence is well-formed in SPS only if this topic is interpreted as a G-Top.

A second piece of evidence supporting the movement analysis of these pre-verbal subjects to spec-TP comes from Floating Quantifiers. On the basis of Catalan data, López (2009) concludes that Floating Quantifiers are allowed only in A-movement, not in A’-movement (Lasnik, 2006). In Spanish, the same constraint is found, thus cases of A-movement such as raising constructions are compatible with Floating Quantifiers:

Assuming that movement to an A’-position involves reconstruction effects, whereas movement to an A-position does not, sentence (49b) with CF supports the proposal that the dislocated object a Juan moves to spec-TP, an A-position, and binds the anaphoric expression su amigo. This sentence is well-formed in SPS only if this topic is interpreted as a G-Top.

A second piece of evidence supporting the movement analysis of these pre-verbal subjects to spec-TP comes from Floating Quantifiers. On the basis of Catalan data, López (2009) concludes that Floating Quantifiers are allowed only in A-movement, not in A’-movement (Lasnik, 2006). In Spanish, the same constraint is found, thus cases of A-movement such as raising constructions are compatible with Floating Quantifiers:

50  Los niños parecen haber terminado toda la tarea.
the kids seem-pres.3pl to have finished all the homework
‘The kids seem to have all finished their homework.’

If a pre-verbal subject in this variety of Spanish is interpreted as a G-Top in focus constructions, and if G-Tops undergo movement to spec-TP, this predicts that G-Top subjects should be compatible with FQs. This prediction is borne out:

51 A LAS 10 los niños habían terminado toda la tarea
to the 10 the kids have-past.3pl finished all the homework
(no a las 11).
(not to the 11)
‘The kids seem to have all finished their homework at 10, not at 11’
When pre-verbal subjects occur in focus fronting constructions in Southern Peninsular Spanish, these are interpreted as G-Tops moved to spec-TP. In other varieties of Spanish, G-Top subjects are always post-verbal because of the obligatory character of T-to-C movement in focus fronting.

6. Conclusions and remaining issues

In this work I have established a typology of focus based on different discourse interpretations and syntactic properties. In addition, a systematic comparison between postverbal and preverbal subjects has been carried out to determine whether the use of preverbal subjects is productive in SPS, as opposed to SS. Contrastive and Mirative Foci with preverbal subjects have been shown to be totally acceptable in SPS, which means that a microparametric distinction is in order with respect to SS. This is reflected in the grammaticality judgements: both Contrastive Focus and Mirative Focus obtain around 70% in SPS (see Table 4), thereby explaining the microparametric variation detected in Spanish.

On the other hand, Quantifier Fronting is also acceptable with preverbal subjects in SPS, in contrast with Resumptive Preposing. Quantifier Fronting is available with preverbal subjects when interpreted as focus. This is expected since in that case Foc does not trigger T-movement, which is confirmed by the percentage of examples judged grammatical (81%). RP is not compatible with preverbal subjects. In this case there is no option in SPS: Top always requires T-movement with RP. This is one property of which RP distinguish it from CLLD. Both RP and CLLD can serve as AS-Top, but only RP require T-to-C movement.

What should be clear with respect to RP is that the OK answers are explained because speakers have rightly interpreted Resumptive Preposing as an AS-Top Topic and have mistaken RP as a case of CLLD. Finally, as regards preverbal subjects, they are always interpreted as Given Topics in SPS fronting constructions.

My three working hypotheses are confirmed to be correct since focus has been shown to be best understood as a bundle of discourse features which describe the distinct types. In addition, I have proved that the V-Adjacency condition of focus fronting is optional in SPS, leading to a microparametric account of the syntax of focus in Spanish.

Before closing this work, I would like to mention a couple of remaining issues, which I hope to be able to solve in future research: (1) why does Foc in Contrastive and Mirative Foci and Quantifier Fronting require V-adjacency in SS? Why does Top in Resumptive Preposing trigger V-adjacency? Is it the case that these categories are endowed with some feature forcing T-movement? And (2) although Resumptive Preposing is interpreted as an AS-Top, is it also possible to obtain a focus reading of the fronted constituent in SPS in a different context? I also leave further and deeper discussion of the RP/CLLD dichotomy for further research.

Appendix

In this section I include some more data from the survey I ran, testing the relative position of subjects (post- or/and preverbal) in SS and SPS. Recall that the sentence in A present the context in which the sentences to be judged are produced. The set of sentences in (i) constitute samples for test 1, including sentences with both preverbal and postverbal subjects. Sentences in (ii) are samples for test 2, where I concentrate on preverbal subjects functioning as G-Tops:

(i) Test 1

| A: | Juan tiene que leer el manual de Radford para el examen.  
    | John has to read Radford’s textbook for the exam. |
|---|---|
| CF | B.1: EL MANUAL DE HAEGEMAN Juan se tiene que leer para el examen (no el de Radford).  
    | Juan has to read Haegeman’s textbook for the exam, not Radford’s. |
| MF | C.1: ¿No me lo puedo creer! Y además, ¿EL LIBRO DE HAEGEMAN Juan se tiene que preparar para otro curso!  
    | “I can’t believe it! And to top it all, John has to prepare Haegeman’s textbook for another course!” |
| QF | E.1: NINGUN LIBRO Juan se puede terminar en 2 dias.  
    | “John can’t finish any book in 2 days.” |
| RP | D.1: EL MISMO LIBRO el profesor ha recomendado para los alumnos de 5º.  
    | “The professor has recommended the same book to the 5th-year students.” |

(ii) Test 2

| CF | A: El novio de Jimena le ha regalado un anillo de oro para su cumpleaños.  
    | Jimena’s boyfriend has given her a gold ring for her birthday. |
| B: Te equivocas: ¡UN BROCHE DE BRILLANTES Juan le ha regalado para lucerlo en la fiesta!  
    | “You’re wrong; John has given her a diamond brooch to show at the party!” |
| MF | A: María estuvo formidable con la cena de ayer. Era todo a base de pecado.  
    | “Mary was fantastic with yesterday’s dinner. She prepared fish.” |
| B: No daba crédito a mis oídos: ¡FARAS LANIAGOSSE la familia puso en el centro de la mesa!  
    | “I couldn’t believe my eyes! The family served several lobsters at the table!” |
| QF | A: En España acaban de aprobar la nueva ley de educación.  
    | “In Spain they have just passed the new law of education.” |
| B: ALGÚN PROBLEMA esta ley solucionará.  
    | “This law will solve some problems.” |
| RP | A: En España acaban de aprobar la nueva ley de educación.  
    | “In Spain they have just passed the new law of education.” |
| B: LA MISMA LEY el presidente de Portugal ha propuesto para solucionar los problemas en la universidad.  
    | “The President of Portugal has proposed the same law to solve the problems at the university.” |
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